By helping people vent their frustrations, what Din has done was “大快人心” (da4 kuai4 ren2 xin1).

“大” (da4) is “big,” “large,” “greatly,” “快” (kuai4) “to be gratified,” “gratifying,” “人” (ren2) “people,” and “心” (xin1) “the heart.” Literally, “大快人心” (da4 kuai4 ren2 xin1) is “greatly gratifying to people’s hearts.”

The idiom means “most gratifying to the people,” “to the great satisfaction of the people.”

“大快人心” (da4 kuai4 ren2 xin1) is most often used when people see villains finally getting their just desserts, or arrogant people falling flat on their faces. When we see a bully being bullied, or a terrorist gotten blown up while making a bomb, we say it is really “大快人心” (da4 kuai4 ren2 xin1)!

Terms containing the character “快” (kuai4) include:

快樂 (kuai4 le4) – happy; joyful
快捷 (kuai4 jie2) – nimble; agile
快遞 (kuai4 di4) – express delivery
爽快 (shuang3 kuai4) – readily; with readiness